062.3220 Floor stand, fixed installation, for flat panels max. 85 kg, 90 inch (mounting system 170 x 140 mm)

The SmartMetals® indivisible stand is particularly suitable for permanent installation. The stand allows positioning of the display over the full length of the column. Furthermore this stand has three separate cable ducts, the screen can be protected from theft by means of a padlock. A universal wall mount with mounting system 170 x 140 mm should be added, which can be chosen by looking at the weight and mounting pattern of the screen. !TIP! May you wish to mount multiple screens on this stand above one another, you can add stand head (art. no: 063.0820) and a screen mount.
Floor stand, fixed installation

Features

- **Maximum length:** 1900 mm
- **Weight:** 50.50 kg
- **Colour:** Dark grey, Aluminium
- **Maximum load:** 85 kg
- **Screen position:** Landscape, Portrait
- **Inch range:** max. 90 inch

- **Mobile / fixed:** Fixed
- **Height adjustment:** Manual
- **Bracket/interface:** Excluded
- **Type bracket/interface:** Universal
- **Mounting system:** 170 x 140 mm
- **Cable duct:** 15, 35, 15 mm Ø